COST Action IC1401 Workshop in Dubrovnik, Croatia, March 12-13, 2017
The MEMOCIS workshop is organized by Faculty of electrical engineering, computer
science and information technology Osijek, Croatia.

Workshop Venue
The Workshop will be held on March 12-13 in conference room in Hotel Ariston,
Dubrovnik, Croatia. The hotel provides discounted room prices for Workshop
participants for bookings before 21.01.2017. Venue hotel is positioned in the tourist
resort peninsula Babin kuk within 5 km distance from the world-famous UNESCO site
of Dubrovnik’s Old Town and around 25 km to Dubrovnik airport (Figure 1.).

Public transport
Bus
You can use public transport to get around in Dubrovnik. All parts of the city of
Dubrovnik are well connected by frequent, regular bus lines. There are two local bus
lines 5 and 6 from the Hotel Ariston to station Pile in the city centre (Old Town) every
15 minutes. The bus stop is near the hotel and the ride takes around 20 minutes.
Bus tickets can be purchased directly from the bus driver, at Tisak newsstands or at
the Libertas bus company kiosks located at Pile, the Central Bus Terminal, the Pošta
Lapad bus stop and in Mokošica, at hotel front desks and from travel agencies.
It is possible to purchase a ticket on the bus with the exact change of 15 kuna.
The bus ticket is valid for exactly one hour from the moment of the first use for an
unlimited number of rides in the city.
It is also possible to buy a card (exclusively at Libertas bus company kiosks) that is valid
for 24 hours beginning with the first use for the price of 30,00 kuna.
Taxi
There are taxi stands in all of the busiest parts of the city and taxi service fares are
clearly displayed. Upon entering a taxi, the taximeter must be turned on with the initial
(start) value of 27,00 kuna. If the taximeter is not running, the customer is not required
to pay the fare. Each additional kilometre costs 9,00 kuna. Up to 4 people can ride in
a taxi. The fare for waiting is 150,00 kuna per hour, and 2,00 kuna for each piece of
luggage. The fare from Pile (city centre) to one of the hotels in other parts of the city
will be about 80,00 kuna, depending on the distance.
Taxi client +385 20 411 411; Plavi taxi +385 20 332 222; Taxi Ragusa +385 800 1441.
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Figure 1. City map with highlighted Workshop Venue, Old Town and Airport

Arrival to Dubrovnik
By plane
Transfer from Dubrovnik airport to the city centre (Old Town)
There are two shuttle bus services: Atlas buses leave upon arrival of every regular flight
(one-way
ticket
40kn,
return
70
kn,
http://www.atlascroatia.com/arrangement/dubrovnik-airport-shuttlebus/) and Autotrans/Dalmacija
frequent service (40,00 kn + 5% discount for online booking:
https://www.autotrans.hr/en-us/home).
The bus ride to the city center takes around 30 minutes.
By car
From Western Europe:
1.

Via Rijeka – motorway and continental road:

Rijeka - Senj - Žuta Lokva - Gospić - Dugopolje - Vrgorac - Ploče (motorway) - Dubrovnik.
2.

Combination of Adriatic Highway (coastal road) and motorway:

Rijeka - Senj - Karlobag - Maslenica - Split - Makarska – Ploče (motorway) - Dubrovnik.

From Central Europe:
1.

Via Zagreb

Zagreb - Karlovac - Žuta Lokva - Gospić - Dugopolje - Vrgorac - Ploče (motorway) Dubrovnik.

2.

Via Osijek (across Bosnia and Herzegovina)

Osijek - Slavonski Brod (or Brčko) - Sarajevo - Mostar - Metković - Dubrovnik / Sarajevo
- Foča - Trebinje - Dubrovnik

From Eastern Europe:
Belgrade/Niš – Kragujevac – Foča – Trebinje – Dubrovnik

For any other information regarding the transport and arrival to Dubrovnik or
Workshop in general you can direct to the e-mail address: tmatic@etfos.hr.

Tomislav Matić

